IETF Hackathon: 
&lt;Project Name&gt;

- IETF 102
- 14-15 July, 2018
- Montreal
Hackathon Plan

• <What problem were you working on?>
  • <What drafts/RFC’s were involved?>
  • <Specific problems to solve>

• <How you planned to solve it?>
What got done

• <What you achieved? (key results)>
  • <New ideas - what team agreed on>
  • <New code - links to github>
  • <New design/architecture - what was novel?>
  • <New inter-op testing? - link to results>
  • <Demos - links to videos>
What we learned

• <Lessons learned from this hackathon>
  • <Issues with existing drafts/RFCs>
  • <New implementation guidance?>
  • <New feedback to take to WG?>
  • <New work to take to WG?>
Wrap Up

Team members:

First timers @ IETF/Hackathon:

<Other links, contacts or notes>